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Abstract — A novel technique and a non-thermal soldering method to improve the performance of AgHT-8 transparent polymer antennas are proposed in this paper. The proposed technique involves the removal of the coating layer at areas on the CPW ground and feed line where the connectors of the coaxial feed or legs of the SMA connectors will be attached, and applying a coat of silver paint on the exposed areas before cold soldering the coaxial connections or SMA connector legs. The non-thermal or cold soldering using electrically conductive paste enables direct soldering of the co-axial feed points or connector legs which cannot otherwise be done with hot or thermal soldering. This type of connection greatly enhances the performance of the AgHT-8 polymer antennas compared to coaxial feed point connections through hot soldered copper pads glued to the surface of the polymer coating. The proposed technique also gives a stronger connection bond than directly cold soldering the feed points or connectors to the smooth surface of the AgHT-8 material. Furthermore, the copper pad connection technique also introduces additional losses contributed by the adhesive properties of the glue used. This proposed novel technique and soldering method may be extended to enhance antenna performance made from other similar transparent conductive polymers like ITO.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Achieving a strong connection of the coaxial connectors to provide a good electromagnetic feed to flexible polymer based antennas is an art itself. Currently, connection of the feed points to polymer based antennas are by thermal soldering of copper pads to the co-axial feeds or legs of the SMA connectors and gluing them to the surface of the polymer [1]. This approach has been used to avoid excessive thermal excursion which could otherwise damage the polymer surface of the antenna resulting in a poor connection or rendering the antenna totally useless. However, this copper pad technique when applied to the surface of the AgHT-8 polymer’s conductive coating results in additional reflection losses which may be further aggravated if the adhesive used to glue the pads is too thick a layer or itself provides some electrical resistance.

Cold soldering or non-thermal soldering using electrically conductive paste is a much better choice compared to thermal soldering as it allows direct soldering of the feed points to the antenna surface without damaging it. Directly cold soldering the coaxial feeds although a better alternative may also result in poor performance. This is because of the fact that the AgHT-8 coating is a 3-layered coating made up of a layer of silver sandwiched between two layers of tin oxide. Direct cold soldering will only bring the co-axial feeds in contact with the top most layer of the coating that is the tin oxide layer which has a lower electrical conductivity compared to that of the silver layer. As such the tin oxide surface would become the main surface along which the electromagnetic waves propagate resulting in a poorer performance than if the feeds were connected to the sliver layer [2]. Additionally, the smooth surface of the AgHT-8 material may also result in a dry joint making the bond weak. The apparent connectivity issues in these two techniques prevent maximum power transfer of the electromagnetic energy from the coaxial feeds besides the usual power transfer loss through poor impedance matching resulting in an overall poor antenna performance.

This paper introduces a novel technique and a non-thermal soldering approach to overcome these problems by improving the conductance of the antenna through a better conducting surface at the connectors whilst at the same time providing a stronger bond. This results in a better antenna performance as better power transfer of the electromagnetic energy is achieved. An UWB antenna made with transparent AgHT-8 polymer is used to demonstrate the advantages of this technique and cold soldering approach. Comparative antennas, mounted by i) direct cold soldering, ii) copper pads using glue and iii) copper pads cold soldered to the antenna surface, are used to further validate the effectiveness of the proposed technique and soldering method.
II. Antenna Design

The UWB antenna is designed and fabricated using AgHT-8 for both the monopole and the 50 Ω coplanar waveguide (CPW) feed and ground planes. The AgHT-8 film is 0.175 mm thick and has a surface resistance of 8 Ω-Sq, which is equivalent to a conductivity (σ) of 1.25 x 10^7 S/m [1]. The AgHT-8 film coating is made up of a transparent silver layer sandwiched between two layers of tin oxide. The antenna is mounted on a 0.175 mm thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate with a relative permittivity of 3.24. The antenna is designed and optimized as a semi-circular disc (mushroom shaped) for size reduction and fed by a 50 Ω CPW line as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The radiating semi-circular monopole has the radius of 24 mm. The current in simulation is found to be mainly distributed along the edge of the semi-circle monopole showing that as already established in [3], the first resonant frequency is associated to the radiating semi-circular monopole with the ultra wide band characteristic being caused by the overlapping of multiple resonant harmonics.

The CPW feed line has a width of 3 mm and a spacing gap of 0.1 mm. The total dimensions of the antenna including the PET substrate are 50 x 60 x 0.350 mm. The AgHT-8 UWB antenna as such is compact and optically transparent as shown in Fig. 1(b).

The CPW grounds each have a width of 28.4 mm giving a total width (W) of 60 mm from edge to edge including the CPW feed line and the spacing gap. The gap between the CPW grounds and the bottom edge of the radiating semi-circular monopole is 0.03 mm. The ground planes are beveled [4] and have slots cut out on both walls of the ground planes along the strip gap to perform as resonators [5] to improve impedance matching and tune the lower and upper limits of the bandwidth.

The coaxial cable is connected to the feed points by soldering a SMA connector using an electrically conductive epoxy but after removing the uppermost coating layer of the AgHT-8 film at areas on the CPW grounds and feed line where the connector legs of the SMA connector would sit, and applying a coat of silver paint on the exposed areas before actually soldering the SMA connector legs as shown in Fig 2. It is important to test for conductivity between the silver coated areas and the feed line and CPW grounds before actually soldering the connector. This can be done by using a simple multi-meter to check for electrical continuity.

Three comparative antennas were similarly designed but were mounted via i) glued copper pads at the feed points as in [1], ii) cold soldered copper pads and iii) direct soldering without a silver base at the SMA connector legs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>L₁</th>
<th>L₂</th>
<th>W₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size (mm)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Dimensions of the antenna structure in Fig. 1 (a)
III. MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The antennas were designed and simulated on CST Microwave Studio. The performance of the proposed approach was verified by fabricating the monopole UWB CPW-fed antenna and measuring the return loss. The measured return losses of the four fabricated antennas are comparatively shown with the simulated result of the designed antenna with a 50Ω port in Fig. 3. The return loss pattern of the silver based antenna is the most similar to that of the simulated return loss demonstrating that the proposed approach enables us to achieve a result closest to the ideal or designed performance.

The silver based antenna also showed comparatively better return loss performance than the one without. The return loss for the antenna fed via cold soldered copper pads showed better performance than the one that had glued copper pads. This was probably due to the adhesive that was used to glue the copper pads to the antenna; it could have contributed some electrical resistance. It was observed too, that compactness of the antenna gave it rigidity for independent mounting without any additional support. Of the four antennas, the antenna with the silver base was found to have a stronger bond by virtue of the entrenched sub-layer foundation of the silver base. This made the silver based antenna a better candidate of the four antennas while at the same time validating the effectiveness of the novel technique proposed in this paper.

An experimental analysis carried out to evaluate the proposed connection technique by connecting the SMA connector to a cpw line of 20mm and back to an SMA connector, and measuring the S21 showed that the proposed technique further improved the performance of the connection. In this experiment, only the proposed silver base technique and the direct cold solder approach were compared. The results of the experiment are as shown in Fig. 4. Although this experimental S21 analysis quite substantiates the claim of the proposed technique, the aim of the paper was to further analyse the use of the proposed technique on the performance of the AgHT-8 transparent polymer antenna.

Efficiency, gain and radiation pattern measurements of the four fabricated prototypes tested on Satimo’s antenna measurement equipment, StarLab, further affirmed the findings based on the return loss. The measured efficiencies of the 4 prototype antennas are as shown in Fig. (5) while the peak gains of the antennas are as shown in Fig. (6). The radiation
patterns at 3 GHz and 7 GHz in the vertical, Y-Z plane and horizontal, X-Y planes are as shown in Fig. (7). The silver base antenna demonstrates a smaller cross-polar pattern in the vertical plane compared to the other antennas besides also demonstrating an Omni-directional characteristic in the horizontal plane.
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Fig. 7 The measured radiation patterns in the Y-Z and X-Y planes for the 4 antennas

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A novel technique and a non-thermal soldering method were proposed to improve the performance of polymer based antennas made of transparent conductive materials by applying a silver base on the exposed sub-surface at the co-axial connections before cold soldering them with conductive epoxy. The effectiveness of the proposed technique was shown through S-parameter simulation and measurements of a monopole AgHT-8 UWB antenna with the feed connected using conductive epoxy with a silver base and comparative antennas without a silver base or using copper pads that were glued or cold soldered only.

Additional experimental validation of the connection performance of the proposed silver base technique using the standard S$_{21}$ method for connector performance indication was also carried out. The results showed that the proposed technique greatly improved the connection performance. The measured return loss, efficiency and peak gain for the silver based antenna show better results over that without the silver base and that of the copper pad antennas as demonstrated in Fig. (3), Fig. (5) and Fig. (6), thus validating the effectiveness of both the technique and the non-thermal soldering approach.

The proposed technique and soldering method can be employed in the design and fabrication of antennas using similar transparent conductive polymer film materials.
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